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TilE FUTURE OF PROGRAMi\1ING FOR NON-PROGRAMMERS

Introduction
The basic issue uddressed by workers in the arca of automatic programming is: Must programming
be the exclusive d0l11ain of "professional programmers," with extensive training in cornputer
science. or can the computer be made accessible to specialists in other fields who could make usc
of its capabilities, if only they could easily master the arl of programl11ing? Although rixed
application packages are often useful when programming ability is abscnt, in general such packages
lack flexibility; as a consequence. they cannot bc tailored to an individual's particular needs. Thus
a primary area of concern in uutomatic programming is the development of methods which make it
possible for non-programmers to construct programs tailored to their requirements.
In this sequence bf lectures we would like to discuss the current status of work in automatic
programming. and to focus on some of the important problems to be solved in the area.
There arc a number of quite different approaches to automatic programming which are currently
being pursued. Among these are:
(I) The development of application-orienfed I'erv high lel'el languages which embody a style of
programming that closely rnimics the coml11on, but less formal. style of algorithmic expression in
that application area. The assumption behind these attempts is that. since the intended user of the
language is an expert in that application area, he will be able to translate his informal algorithms
into formal specifications - provided the translation does not require a drastic shift in his
"computational model."
(2) The development of clls(omizahle packages. These efforts arc an allempt to obtain the
productivity advantage~ that come from the lise of pre-programmed application packages. without
losing the flexibility that comes from hand-tailored code. A customizable package consists of a set
of heavily parameterized programs, whieh contain alternative code for all of the anticipatcd
variations desired in the final program. The values of the parameters are determined by combinations of responses to an application questionnaire. Once the values for the parameters have been
determined, the customizing system expunges from the package all irrelevant code. Thus in theory
this approach produces a program containing no irrelevant code (and hence a readable program)
exactly tailored to the individual's needs. In practice, to be entirely satisfactory, the programs
produced still require some modification. Consequently, work in this area is often combined with
work in (l)o
(3) The construction of systems to permit lIafliral language programmillg. Such systems have the
advantage of presenting an interface to the computer which is already familiar to the user.
(4) The development of systems for natural language cuslomizafioll. Lih' (3). this is an allempt
to develop an interface which can be lIsed immediately by the end-llser. Unlike (3), however. its
primary function is to permit the user to explore a sct of parameterized programs. As part of this
exploration, the user can examine the implications (in terms of the program's behavior) of the
application-oriented options available.
(5) Programming by example. This is an attempt to develop techniqucs for constructing programs

which work "correctly" for an infinite set of input strings. when the program's behavior has been
described by the user for only a finite number of cases. Two distinct methods have been developed for describing the behavior for a finite number of inputs (and hence for constructing the
ultimate program) ; P.O. ~ummers [I] has buill a system for constructing Lisp programs, given a
finite set of input-output pairs for the function. For example. the function reverse might be
described to the system by:

-->

(3)
(a)
(3 b) --'> (b a)
(a b c) __ 0
> (c b a)

Given this set of three examples, the system is capable of generating a program which will reverse
lists of arbitrary length. A. Biermann [2J has developed a method for constructing a general
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program from a trace of its cXl'cul.ion on particular inputs . Thus the user of Biermann's system
would work through a problem in a particular case: the system would then attempt to construct a
more general program . Most of Biermann's attention has been given to the determination of the
looping structure of the program .
(6) Propositiollal program .ljJec!/'icatioll. R. Waldinger [31 and others have constructed systems
which generate programs from a pair of assertions in the first order predicate calculus. The first
assertion describes conditions on the input; the second. the desired properties of thc output for the
program to be constructed. The system. knowing the scmantics of the programming language.
attcmpts to construct a proof of the validity of the output assertion. givcn the input assertion. If
this attcmpt at a proof is successful. a program to realize thc desired transformation can be
cxtracted from t 11<.: proof.

This categorization of the work in automatic programming IS III terms of the intended interfaces
that would be supplied to the end users of a system. To develop successful systems of these sorts.
however. considerable research in systems alld algorithms is also required. Areas of particular
importance arc program optimization techniques. natural language processing. the construction of
practical deductive systcms. and techniques for proving programs correct.
A fundamental question to ask of this area is: Is all this work necessary or desirable? Or should
programming be treated as a special skill. requiring large investments in training? I would argue
that it is desirable for thc person with ;1 problem suitable for computcr solution to be directly
involved in the construction of that solution; otherwise, it is almost inevitable that the program
developed will not solve thc problem originally motivating its development. In any case. it is
necessary, because there simply arc not enough professional programmers to do all of the programming required.

A Survey of Knowldge-based Systems

In order to put this work in some perspective, it is interesting to compare and contrast various
approaches to "natura·1 lan!!uagc" systems, sometimes called "knowledge-based" systems. These
arc systems of types (3) and (4) above. Table I, adapted rrom Heidorn l4 J. summarizes the work
in this area.
The usc of the phrase "knowledge-based" indicates that each of these systems possess some
understanding of the application area for which programs are to be generated. They must also
somehow represent information about the programs that can be written for these areas. In
addition, all of thcse systems are predicated on an English-language interface. which is used to
formulate the desired properties of the program and to explore the characteristics of the actual
program proposed by thc system.
.
For such a system to be cffectivc. not only mllst direct dialogue be supported. but the system must
also attempt to identify inconsistencies in a user's specifications. Clearly. such a system must
handle grammatically incomplete sentences. It must also be able to take advantage of information
in the surrounding dialogue for sentence decoding. Finally, it must be prepared to handle
interrogatives as wcll as tlcc\aratives and imperatives. In particular, it must be prepared to handle
questions about the program to be generated.
Another !!eneral area of concern in such systems is with the quality of the pro!!rams generatcd.
Because of the techniques used to gencrate the programs, these programs will. in general. make
poor use of the machine resources. Hence the initial program spccification must be subjected to
optimizing transformations, data storage must be mapped effectively. etc.
Of the systems shown in Table I, only that of G. Heidorn[51 has been completed. This is a system
for constructing queuing simulation programs. After the user has input information concerning his
queuing problem into the system. the system questions the user for additional information which is
required to complete the problem description so that a program can be generated. When the
system considers the description complete, it reworks the description and communicates its
understanding of the problem. in English. back to the user. If the USCI' accepts this description of
the problem. Heidorn's system then generates a solution program in G PSS.
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TABLE l. A Comparison of Knowledge-based Systems
The project headed by Balzer is more ambitiolls, in that it is an attempt toconstrllct a gel/eraf
purpose, domain-independent, natural language programming interf<lce. As in Heidorn's system,
the basic internal structure lIsed for representing the relationships in the problem description is a
semantic net. The hasic strategy used for constructing this semantic net is to treat English
imperative statements as function calls (declarative statements are function and relation definitions). with the noun groups (or phr<lses rclated to them) serving as the arguments to the call.
Both the function parameters amI the noun groups participate in a strong type system. The role of
the noun groups in the runction eall <lre determined by their types. If the noun groups do not have
appropriate types, a search is made through the semantic net to find a related noun of appropriate
type to serve as the argument or the call. A new Lisp-oriented language AP/I has beeJi developed,
which serves both as the project programming language and I Ill' langu<lge in which the generated
programs arc expressed. In this project, no attention is being paid to the construction of a new
parsing system. Neither is there <lny effort in program optimiZation.
At MIT, a project under W. Martin[61 has been attempting to build a 1110re restricted system,
aimed at generating business applications. Because Marlin is attempting to automate the work of a
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husiness consultant, \\'ho has a sOlllewhat limited set of rules and strategies whieh he applies in any
situation, Martin's system gener;ltes a limited class or programs . The data structure used to hold
this informati(ln is a semantic net ill which tlw choice of rl'lations is strongly influenced by the
structure of English. The output of Martin's system will be I'L/I programs optimized to minimize
file rcferences.
Wladawsky's project, which is part of our automatic programlllingeffort at IBM, is concerned with
natural language program selection rather than program generation. That is, thc system has built
into it a largc, hut finite, set of programs from which it will select a "best fit" to the user's needs.
The system is aimed at husiness applications; the current program area from which selections are
made is the invoicill!! ;'Ilplic<ltioll . The program fra/lmcilts. the relations among them, and the
relations that indicate what applicatioll runctiolls the fragments automate, arc kept in a semantic
net. The work Oil the natural lallguage intl'l'race is eoneentrating on methods for using context to
complete sentenr:c interpretation and, in general. on methods for handling sentences which arc
only partially dl'l:odable . The bulk or the system, which is independent of the natural-language
interface, is aimed at explaining the programs. This relics on an application-oriented flformal
fl
definition of the programming language . This aspect of the system will bc described in more
detail in a subsequent lecture.
All of these projects have in common that they use and manipulate more information about
programming and the application domain than is available, for example. to a compiler. In all cases
this information is held in a semantic net, although the underlying relations used to represent this
inf()fJllation varies considerahly. The important differences hetwcen these efforts is in their view
of the role of natural language and the degree the structure of natural language permeates the
system design, and the breadth of the application area being treated.

Current Trends in Software and Hardware

What is it about current systems that is motivating this work? Undoubtedly, an important
consideration is the complexity or these systems. In the early days of computing -when there was a
single language, a single uscr on the machine, when there was no file system, etc. -mastering the
intricacies of programming was possible to contemplate. But with the advent of multiple languages, mUltiprogramming, data base systems, cditors, etc., each with its independent view of
computing, the amount of information required to do what is apparently a simple task has become
overwhelming. As a consequence, there is a great desire to construct a simple. consistent. interface
for a particular application area. realizing, however, that the facilities offered by, C.g., editing
systems must somehow be supported. The assumption of much of the work in knowledge-based
systems is that a natural language interface will satisfy the requirements for simplicity. We shall
return to this point in a later lecture.
In order to discuss possible software developments, it is important to understand hardware trends,
since what is possihle in software is in good part determined by logic and memory cost and speed.
For example, the trend towards larger memories has meant that program packaging is less of an
issue, and the decreasi ng cost of mcm'ory /Iogic means that programmers nced not be so parsimonious it its lise. It is, however, difficult to forecast similar increases in the speed of hardware, so
efficiency issues remain.
In summary then, we are faccd with the need for a simplified computer interface, which accounts
for and integrates all of the recent advances in software systems. On the other hand. this search
for a simplified interface must not result in a system with excessive execution-time costs.

Needed: One Breakthrough

It can be argued that what is required is a breakthrough of the magnitude of the development of
FORTI~"N in 1955 . The availability of FORTRAN brought ahout adrahlatic change in the way
programs were written. The language was sufficient to cover all of the function to be automated
(considering the limits of systems at that time), it realized a simple model of computation for the
. scientific community, and dealt directly with the issue of efficient realization on the existing
hardware. The efficient implementation of FORTRAN was vilal for its success -other competing
languages disappeared because they could not be reasonably implemented.
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In this sequence of lectures we shall argue that another breakthrough in langua!!es is now required.
That is, Ilew \'ery hil!h level langu;lgl's arl' required for a variely of application areas which will
permit us to express the algorithms characteristic of these areas in a sil11ple and direct way.-r Such
languages l11ust be designed so that they do not preclude ultimately making usc of the variolls
systems f;icilitics - mUltiprogramming, terminal-handling facilities, filing systems, etc" - but thcy
must do this in a way that leaves the user with a simple, unified interface . Finally these languages
must admit of reasonable implementations. This does not mean that their translators have to
produce programs ns efficient as those of more conventionnl languages, but lhey must be able to
make reasonable use of machine resources.
To wish for such a language is not, however to pos';ess one. The design of a good vcry high level
language rcquires proper treatment of several, sometimes conflicting, issues:
The hehal'iollwl issue.l. What is it that is so difficult about programming? As part of our work in
Automatic PrograllJming, we have oeen trying to find an answer to this question . Some of our
studies [7] have shown that when peoplc untrained in programming arc confronted with even the
simplest programl11ing task, they have great difficulty handling both assignments to memory and
the specification of rlow of control. Furthermore, adding structured control flow primitives only
compounds thc difficulty. Another indication that control flow is an unnatural, and hence difficult,
notion can be found in IlI :llluals such as cooking books or knitting pallerns, where it can be seen
that the emphasis is on data flow rather than on control flow as the basic method for specifying
sequencing.
Applicatioll issues. What are the kinds of tasks that are typicnlly automated in the area under
consideration? How arc these areas viewed by an application expert, e,g., a businessman? What
are the basic objects nnd operations? What arc the sequencing requirements? What arc the typical
relations that develop between automated and unautomated parts? The answers to these questions
will vary from application area to application area.

Related to both of these isslles is the issue ()f how to stage the process ~r all/omalioll . Even when
the aim is eventually to automated a large process, it is not good practice to do so all at once.
Reasons for this arc numerous, hut not least among them is thn! the real requirements for automalion only become clear ns the automation proceeds . Thus, for a given applicntion aren, it is
important to understand what kinds of ellforced I//odularity will make changes and additions
possible.
In subsetjuent lectures we shall discuss a very high level language for business applications which is
under development. We shall then attempt to show, with this language as an example, that the
construction of a proper computational model for an application area should be the first step in any
nllempt at an automatic programming system -including a system for natural language programmi ng.

Discussion
Mr. Tulb' asked whether the ISDOS project at the University of Michigan[X] should hnve becn
included in the classificntion given earlier, to which Ms. Goldberg replied that this project was at
present concerned with a dassification scheme for business data processing with an aim towards
building a data basc system for usc during the program "requirements and ddinition" slage of
automation. The questioning was continued by Mr. Tlilly who wondered whether it would not he
better to give more attention to maintaining or modifying present-day extremely large systems,
rathcr than trying to help non-professional programmers to participate . Ms. Goldberg thought
that by looking al naive users, this recast the problems of programming in such an extreme way
lhat some spinoff could be expected in the area of programming methodology. Dr. lIo/t thought
that people who did automatic programming \vork lived in a different world from himself, and used
the analogy of buying a wood-screw in a hardware store when you know what you are looking for.

tin reply to a query from Professor Dijkstra, a very high level language was defined as a language
which directly rdlects the notions found in informal algorithmic specifications in an application
area; e .I:!., thc notions used by bllsinessl11e n in describing how their husinesses operate. The
principles arc oriented towards applications rather than the machine.
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hut do not know,,! what is is called. Pro!i'lsfir Page said this was not a fair analogy, as do-ityourself hardware stores exislcd whieh counlen:d this concern. Dr. Holt continucd hy saying
thai in areas in which very lillie is known. problems arc very hard to solve -or there may be no
problems at all. Ms. Goldherp, concludcd by agreeing with this remark, and acknowlcdging the
criticism contained in his earlicr remarks.

Lecture l'

If the solc purpose of research in Aulomatic Programming is to construct natural language
programming systems. then it is subject to criticism on several grounds. First, the statc of the art
in natural language processing and artificial intelligence is not so advanced that proveri techniques
are available with which to construct such a system. Furthermore, it is not clear thal if such a
system could be constructed. it would prove useful.
Natural language programming seems aLlractive because it removes from the user the burden of
having to learn a formal computer language. However. this seeming advantage is illusory; what is
difficult about programming is not only the language in which one speaks. but also. and probably
more importantly. what one must talk abolll.
For example. speaking English to the computer will not make it particularly easier to specify the
details of an arcane system cOlltrollanguage statement. Or to put it another way. while it may be
relatively easy for a husinessman to instruct a business school graduate in.l:1is operations. he will
probably find the attcmpt to instruct a three year old child similarly too tedious. even though that
child can speak and undnstand adequate English. Thus it can be argued that natural language
programming will not be sufficicllt unless the natural language system has a computational point of
view which is natural for the user with the application.
But even such an interface has its difficulties; for example. it does not make it easy to format a
complicated report or to make minor adjustments in an already formatted report. In the same vein.
it docs not make it easy to specify exactly what the relation is between automated and unautolllated parts of a tasks. and how to link them together. Perhaps most important. howevl'r. is that a
natural language system does not give a prospective user any idea of what is easy to compute and
what is difficult (or impossible). But this is frequently the most difficult part of beginning to use a
machine -deciding what part of a task is appropriate for automation.
On the other hand, . a natural language interface may be extremely useful in selecting a program
from a data base of programs. In this situation the user is attempting to determine whether there
exists a program that appears to satisfy his requirements and to explore in detail some of its
properties.
Even program selection can be done without a natural language intl'fface. however. For example,
the data base can have associated with it a multiple-choice questionnaire or set of qucstionnaires.
the answers to which detcrmine what program in the data base best fits the users needs. For some
purposes. this may well be a better interface. since perusal of the questionnai.re will permit thc user
to sec quickly what options are available.
Any interface that increases the amount of information readily available about the programs -for
example. Oil-line versions of the manuals for a system -generally makes that system easier to usc.
What is particularly nice about a natural language interface for exploring and explaining programs
is that, while il provides the samc information thal could be found in the program text and in
manuals associated with the program. it presents to thc user at a given timc only that part of this
voluminous documentation that is relevant to thc question at hand. How easy it is to organize such
information. however. and how easy it is to attach information to the relevant parts of programs is
a function of the programming language ill which the programs are expressed. We shall attcmpt to
illustrate this point in our discllssion of a programming language for business applications.
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The Busincss D!'finilioll Languagc
The Business Definition Language
has the following properties:
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is a very high level language for business applications which

II reflecls the 1Ia/l/ral struClllre of tire appliclItioll. That is. whatever structure is involved in the
application will directly determine the st ruclure of the application pro!!rams.
II ellforces lIIodlilarit)' . A simple, local, change in the structure of an application rcsults in a
simple, local, change in the code lhat automates it.
II a 110 1\:\' a slIIoolh //'{/iI.\iliOIl frolll 1I1I1(h-1O ITlIIISaCi io /l -oriellled .1)',',tellls, and an easy intermixing of the two . 'fhis is important because, although most business applications arc transactionoricnted, there arc some parts. slich as the production of pay cheques, which arc more appropriately done in batch Illode; and because there arc occasions when interactive terminals may not be
available at the start of a projcct, but become available later on. [Professor Wells asked if the
transition in the other direction. from transaction- to halch-mode was as easy. Ms. Goldberg
replied that it was, althollgh she could not imagine a siluation in which it might be required.
Professor Wells commented that it would be useful ft)r program dcvelopmcnl.J
II alloll's bOlh gradllal (Jlld parliot ClIIIOI//(/tiO/l . T his feature allows the
routine parts of his work which he can describe in precise terms. while at
him to exercise manual control over those parts which he docs not yet
algorithmically. This seems to fulfil, in a more effective way. one of the
language programming addresses itselL

user to automate those
the same time allowing
know how to describe
needs to which natural

These attributes attempt to combine the requirements of the application area and those requirements that come from the fact that a process is to be automated. Of the latter, perhaps most
important is the notion of ell/orced lI/odularitJ' . By forcing the user to write ' his programs with a
high degree of redundancy, changes can be I'nade by considering extremely local contexts.
IID1. is a str'uctured. data - flow language -in conlrast to the more usual control-flow languages. lis
·syntax is two-dimensional. and heavy usc is made of graphics in its programming. The point of
view driving its design was that the elements of business activity that are generally automated are
the "paper manipulating" ones, Associated with the construction and communication of documents are of course activites such as order-filling. shipping. etc., but these activities per se arc not
automated. Furthermore. the structure of the organization is a funclional one: documents are sent
from one department to another, which in turn uses the receipt of those documents to trigger the
production of slill other documents, Thus documents are produced by departments, and the
sequencing of activities is largely controlled by the flow of documents.

In keeping with this point of view,

liD!.

utilizes three basic components: steps, palhs. and documenls.

Steps are intended to represent the units of a business -departments, sections, clerks, etc. -and are
of three kinds:
a) sill/pIe sleps. which are "transformational"-Ihat is. by some specific algorithm supplied by
the lIser. a simple step transformsils input into its oUlput;
b) compol/nd steps. which are collections of steps;
c) (a few) special purpose steps, intended to make dala flow programming more convenient.
Palhs represent the communication lines among steps. along which information flows. The basic
units of information is the docI/lllenl, and groups of documents of a single killd flow along steps.
Thus, groups of documents flow along paths, which connect steps; a step executes whenever a
group of of documents is received .

)

The Data Flow Component of BDL
Figure I represents a IIDL compound step called Order Processing as it might be displayed on a
graphics device, Observe the 2-dimensional. graphical. nature of these steps. It eonlains three
steps: Billing, Warehouse Processing. and Management Data. the exact nature of which l11ust still
be described., The Order Processing step has Order's (a group of the Order document) as input.
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and produces Invoice's and Stod Order's <I .S output. The three contained steps arc synchronized
by the Warehouse Order's and S;t1cs SUlllmary's .

Order Processing

Order's

Stock Order's
Billing

.~

Warehouse

Sales Summary's

Processing

Management

Invoice's

Data

Figure I. Order Processing: a Compound Step

Figure I. as part of a BilL program, indicates the basic controlstructure. It does not indicate how
things are computed, but it docs indicate the relative execulion sequence of the s.teps.
To elaborate this Order Processing program, a given step, such as the Billing step, can in turn be
described as a compollnd step, as shown in Figure 2. This example introduces one of the specialpurpose steps, an accumulator step called Accum. This step accepts input until it receives an
external signal. shown here as a signal from a clock, At that point it outputs, as a group, all the
documents it has rcceived since the previous signal. This is one of the special-purpose steps which
han: heen introduced to smooth the transition from transaction- to batch-oriented operations.
Here it is being used to batch the day's Order's.
.
Another notion introduccd in Figure 2 is that of a file. Examples of files arc I M and C M. The
semantics of riles have becn chosen so that they resemble the way in whkh a file drawer in a
cabinet is uscd. For our purposes, it is sufficient to know that files ..ire treated within a step in the
same way as any other input doculllent. They do not, however. effect the sequencing of steps. t

The Data Transformation SUblanguagc
This sort of elaboration of data flow can go on indefinitely; however, sooner or later it becomes
necessary to descrihc the details of a transformation. For examplc, it is necessary to describe for
the Produce Bills step exactly how Invoice's are calculated fwm Order's. To accomplish this. a
program is written in the data transformation sublanguage of IlDL.

iThe definition of detailed scmantics for files have given a great deal of difficulty, and arc still not
entirely satisfactory. This is in part a problcm of trying to shoehorn a notion from control-flow
programming into a data-flow model.
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Sales Summary's
Figure 2. An Elaboration of the Billing Step
The calculations thai are typically performed in business data processing are trivial. What is
complicated is finding the subgoups of documents from which fields are extracted for the computation. I-knce, an important consideration in the design of the transformation sublanguage was the
separation of data accessing from computation and the discovery of a simplifying view of the data
accessing problem.
In conventional husiness data processing languages, allention is focussed on thc set of documents
which are input to a Illodule. Typically, a program in such a language consists of a large loop, the
code ill which is executcd once for each document input to the step. Each input document is
treated in its turn, and its contribution to the output calculated.
In IIDL. the programmer concentrates on the documents to be produced. Figure 3 illustrates how
this is accomplished for the Produce Bills step. The names in the output document. which is
treated as a structure of fields and substructures. are listed in the leftmost columll. Opposite these
names is a simple statement showing how ead1 of these fields is computed. This statement may
introduce names not contained in the output document; indecd, most of the names will be relatcd
to names in some input document. The definition of these names is given in the L1efinitioll block
associated with the field being defined in the outplil. This is also illustrated in Figure 3.
For scalar fields. this computation consists generally of a simple (possihly conditional) calculation.
For fields representing substructures, which can be inderinitely replicated. the computation givcs
the actual number of substructures to be included in a document and the clements which "cause"
each of them. Substructures of this kind arc distinguished by names with a terminal "'5"; e.g .•
Invoicc's or Item '5. Thus the calculation associated with substructures is the "inverse mapping"
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Figure 3. The Produce Bills Step in the Transformation Sublanguage

from thc output set to the input set of documents . This mapping is specificd by providing the
calculation for a prototypical elcment or the output, as shown in Figure 4 .
Thc intent of thc designcrs of the transformational sublanguagc was to permit the user or II))! to
express a transformation as a set of definitions, the algorithm then being that rcquircd to find a
consistent solution to these definitions. In this sense, then, the transformational sublanguagc also
relies heavily on data flow, as opposed to control flow, mechanisms.
Another charactcristic of the transformation sublanguage, in addition to this definitional flavor, is
its strong systcm of types. Names may identify either scalars or scts, and operations arc rigidly
classified as to which they accept. For scalar objects, therc is an application-oriented set of types,
such as datcs, times, and money, and a strict sct or rulcs for the combination of thesc objects of
thesc types; thesc rules make possible considerable "compilc-timc" chccking. Wc shall later
dcscribe a program development system which exploits this type-checking possibility to guarantee
that programs being devcloped have a certain level of "semantic completeness".
The program shown in Figure 3 implements thc Produce Bills function shown in Figure 2. This is
the program that actually calculates the sct of invoices fro 111 the incoming orders. In thc top box,
the fields that occur in the invoices (lnvoiec's, Namc, Address, ctc.) are listed on thc left side.
Thc line opposite cach field givcs the basic calculation for that field. Undcr the body of the
program therc is a set or "definition blocks". Therc is one dcfinition block for each field in thc
invoice; only some of them have bcen reproduced in the figures.tFrom thc program without thc
definition blocks, the essentials of the program can bc ascertained; the details of calculations are
found in the definition blocks. Thus the program in Figure 3 asscrts that invoiccs are produced
"ONE PER Order" .(upper case words are key words); in the dcfinition block it is explalll.: d [hal
Order's arc INPUT. Thc Name is the Customer name; the Address. the Customer Address. Thc
Cust# is the Incoming Cust#, which is describcd in the definition bloek as" IN Order", and. in
particular, in that Order which is the CAUSE OF the Invoice. The role of the definition block,
then, is to trace the elements of the calculation back either to some field in the input or to somc
other field in the samc output document.
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OUTPUT SET

INPUT SET

set
Prototypical element

. Figure 4.The inverse map ping fo r "ONE PE R Customer's Order"

An illustration of the role files play in the transformational sublanguage is given in the definition
for Price.
This is defined as Item Price, which in turn is "Item master WITH Item
number=ltcm#." The Item master's are declared to be INPUT. Thus, within the transformational
sublanguage, no distinction is made between a file and the usual step input.

IMPLEMENTATION CONSIDERATIONS
This description of IInL. is incomplete; in particular, it does not describe how documents are
formatted or how types are assigned to identifiers. It also docs not include a description of how
manual or semi-manual steps arc introduced. But thc semantics of just the data now component
and the transformation sublanguage lead to implementation difficulties, especially where reasqnably efficient implementations are required.
The principal mechanism in BilL. for controlling the logic of the application is the data flow
mechanism of the data flow component. This general mechanism is useu in ·the place of subroutines, tas·ks, etc., which are found in more conventional languages. While this Icads to a more
modular and flexible program, it introduces a considerable run-time overhead. I-knce an importimt optimization is to determine when less expensive control flow mechanisms such as branches
and subroutine calls can be substituted.
Another inefficiency is introduccd because of the manner in which loops are crfectively specificu
in the transformation sUblanguage. To understand this, considcr once again the program in
Figure 3, which calculates onc Invoice for each incoming Order. A program written in (,OBOI., for
examplc, to implemcnt this function would consist of a singlc loop; the body of the loop would
produce an Invoicc from the current Oruer. Thus each element in the incoming data set would be
examincd just oncc.
A naive implemcntation of BDL., however, first looks at all of the input in order to dc·terminc thc
appropriate partitiOll ("ONE PER Order"); then each partition is examined in order to produce

tIn the current implementation of this system, only one definition block is displayed with the
program at a given time.
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the Invoice it "causes." ' -knee every L'il'lllL'llt of the input set is exalllined twice. In general, the
situation is much worsc. To cope with this prohlem, tran.~forlllations which coalesce and eliminate
unnecessary loops arc required. Preliminary accounts of methods for accomplishing loop transformations can be found in [I OJ and [I II.
The data flow semantics of IIDI specify that the input doculllents to a step are destroyed after that
step is executed_ In many cases, however, the output docllll1enh arc the same as the input
. documents with, perhaps, a few adJitional fields calculated . It is important to recognize this
situation and to avoid the excessive copying required in a naive implementation.
Finally, the sL'mantics of the data flow ll1odL'l :1I1d till' lm:al definition or files encouraged in IIlll. in
many cases lead to programs with excessive d:lta storage rcquirements. Ideally, one would like a
compiler to take the local docllment definitions given in a BilL program and to transform these into
a global data base design, thus eliminatillg redundant copie~ of fields, etc.
A Program Development System

The original motivation behind the construction of BilL was that it would provide a superior base
for the construction of c/l\'/ollliwhle packages . A customizablc package for a given application
consists of a set of program fragmcnts that automate all of the common options in that application
area. Associated with the package is a questionnaire, which through a set of multiple-choice
questions determines the options that are needed for a given business. The businessman's answers
to the qucst-ionnaire arc submitted to a clI.\(omizer program, which selects and composes the
fragments to construct the required application program.
Allhough in theory this process results in a program uniquely suited to the business requirements,
in many cases the result is an almost correct program. That is, the program will still require
modification before it exactly suits its intended application. Because of the nature of IlDL, it is
expected that such modification will be relatively easy to accomplish.
How well a customized program will fit the application for which it was inte'ndcd heavily depends
on how casy it is to construct the fragmellts and to specify the interrelationships among them
which are required to implcment the options offered by the questionnaire. That is, if the rules for
combining fragments ancl assuring that resulting programs arc valid arc very difficult to specify and
debug, then the customizing system will be used only to implemcnt small numbers of straightforward options.
It is also vcry important to be able to develop the customizablc package and its associated
questionnaire in an evolutionary fashion. Unless this is possible, the developers of the package will
not be able to rcspond either to changing requirements in the application area or to increased
knowledge on their own part as to what options are really required. In the extreme, it would he
worthwhile to have a system that could easily accommodate as a new option any reasonably
general change made by a customer in a generated program.

Any program development system intended to be used for the construction of clistomizable
packages must deal with
program fragments
and
Bqolean conditions relating these fragments.
The latter arise , 'o r course, from considering combinations or rcponses to questions Oil the
questionnaire. The qucstion is whether the person building up the customizable package must deal
with the fragments and their rules of combination explicitly . If this is necessary. then the complexity of the resulting package is limited by the package builder's ability to handle and conlrol these
objects.
To cope with this difficulty. Kruskal and his co-workers I. 121 havc developcd a program development system specifically aimed at the development of customizable programs and othcr programs
which exist in several versions. This system , instead of working with program fragmcnls, is
designed to work in a mode of "program modification." That is, the inlroduclion of a new option is
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)

treated as a modification tn ;In existin)!. pro,l!ralll ill the cOl/text of sOllie qllestio/l /rolll the
qllestiolll/aire heillg (1/ISII'erl'd ill SOliit' 1'IIr/iCII/llr 1\ '(/1' , T he systeIl1 captures and recorus both the
set of changes and the boolean cOlldition a\\ociateci with the questionnaire that activated the
challge , Then, when the q.lIl'stionnairc is ;1I1swcred in that way by a user or the customizablc
packi:lge, the appropriate code is inL"iuded .
.
The prototype system which has been IlllpkllH.:nted uses IIDI as the underlying languages. Other
versions are now bein)!. prepared which IISC 1"'(; and 1'1./1. It utilizes a two-screen terminal. On('
screen, a monochrome screen, is lIsed to contain the input area, a set or menus , a'ntl the "current
question." The second screen, which is capable of displ;lying four colors (red, orange, yellow,
green) is used for holding program text. Tot is normally displayed in green.
The system editor is a phrase-oricnted editor: phrases (as opposed to lines) are pointed at,
changed, deleted, ete, The program is kept internally in par.~ed form: the display consists of a
dc-parsing of this proj!.ram , Whcllevcr a phrase is edited in suell a way that the resulting program
contains an error that can he dclccted hy static analysis, the phrases that contribute to that error
are displayed in red. Detectable crrors resull primarily from misuse of the type syslem and from
incomplete definitions.
This change in the color of a displayed phrase is the only automatic indication of an error. An
explanation of the error will he generated only if specifically requested. This is important, because
when a program is being modified, a SCI/llellce of editing changes may be required to move from
one correct program to anothcr: hence the error checking should not be obtrusive. Instant error
checking does make it possible, howcvL'r, to make the O/JI';OIl.l' changes to a program, and then to
lise the checking mechanism to indicate the "side effects" of the change which also must be
corrected.
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The program shown in Figure 3 produccs one invoice for each order in the incoming set. Supposc
one wishes to modiry this pl'llgralll to produce an invoice for each cllstomcr who has ordcred ill
lhat set combining individual orders to do so. To accomplish this, the obvious change that Illust be
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made to the program is to change the conlplItation for Invoice's rrom "ONE PER Order" to
ONE PER sOl11ethinf.! else, say "ONE PER Custolllcr Order's". Making this rhange causes the
display to change as shown in Figure 5. (Here and in subscqucnt rigures, material displayed in red
will be shaded.)
.
Several phrases thaI arc considered in nror arc noted: Customer Order's is in error because it docs
not con.tain a definition in the definition block for Invoice's. T he two definitions for Order are
incorrect because Order is no longer the CAUSr: OF all Invoil'e (Custolller Onler's arc).
After "CUSIOIlll'rOrder's" has kclt Clltl'lCd illtp the ddiltitioll block, thL' display is as show II ill
Figure 6. Completion of the ddinition leads to the state shown in Fig.ure 7, because the definition
block still has not heen completed. In FillulT X, the definition block has been completed; observe,
however, that "Custolller Order's" is still displayed in reel. This is because of the remaining
conflict as to what rcally causes an order.
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The person making the program change continues in this way, correcting the errors the system has
detected until a program \vithout errors has been constructed. This program, shown in Figure 9, is
~he required program: it conslructs a single invoice for each customer who has submitted orders
during this period, rather than an invoice for each order submitted ,

[Professor Hamllling asked how the machiiw knew which things to flash red, or wheLher somebody had to program it? Ms. Goldberg answered that there were two mechanisms at work: the
type checking mechanisms, which guard against, for example atempting to add t{me to money, and
the single assignment nature of the language which allows one to track the relations among
computations. This Il:ads to the detection of errors sllch as the inconsistency that an Order is the
CAUSE OF an Invoice, but elsewhere Invoices arc ONE PER Customer orders, Thus there is no
magic involved.]
From this example, one can see how the editing features facilitate change. But ollr original goal
was to produce a customizable package. How does the editor help with this?
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Figure 9. Program with Modification Completed
To build a customizuhle package. an initial program is written which implements onc sct of opLions
that might be chosen . This program is called the hase application. For example. the original
program of Figure 3 might serve as the base . This program is displayed on the color screen. Thcn
the package builder enters onto the monochrome display a question that captures the option to be
introduced; this question will he contained in the questionnaire available to the ultimate user of the
package. The question that might capture the difference in function between the programs in
Figures 3 and 9 is shown in Figure 10.
.
Question 1: Order handling method

Under what conditions to you produce and invoice?
A: One invoice for each individual order.
B: One invoice for each group of orders from a customer.

Figure

to. A sample question from

the questionna ire

To build a cllstomizable package with the given program as a base, thc programriler points to one
of the answers to the question - much as if he were the lIser answering the questionnaire. Then.
however, he makes whatever modifications af(~ required in the base app,1ication to implement a
program corresponding to this option. If, for example, he points to answer A, he makes no
modification indicating that the base application already implements that option. Having indicated
that his changes for that option are complete, he then proceed to "answer" the qucstion as B.
Having indicated that he is working on thc option associated with answer B, he then proceeds
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exactly liS ill lire aho\'e exa/l1ple to modify Ihe program to perform the dcsired computation.
Howcver. the system underlying the editor ill .'>tead of delctin[! the old phrase. adds a binary
"switch" node to the syntax tree at the appropriate point. From one branch hangs the old phrase;
from the second. the new phrase. Attached to this latter branch is a boolean expression which
represents, in effect "question I was answered B". Attached to the other branch is the negatioll
of that condition . Since the display f()utine always displays a single branch from a switch node
and. further, always chooses a branch consistent with the current state (as indicatcd by the.
pointing to thc questionnaire). the display will look the way described above in Figurcs 5 through
9. The first time any difference will be observahle is when the package builder indicates that he is
through making changes associated with this option. Then thc display changes, as illustrated in
Figure 11. (Material displayed in yellow is shown in unshaded boxes.)
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Figure 11.. The display ror 'a customizable package

Beeause no question is being worked on. the state becomes. simply. TRUE . Since. however. all
boolean expressions arc consistent with TRUE, thc display program is faced with havin!! to display
a switch node. This is handled by having the display. whenever a switch node is unrcsolved.
always display the eode associated with the base application. hilI 10 display il ill yellow.
Suppose now that it is desired to introduce another option. say one permitting di<;counts. Thc
builder of the customizable package, by observing the location or the yellow cotie in the displayed
program. can conclude that this is an independent option. and simply modify thl: program as
before . This will. of course, introduce more yellow into the hase application. If at any time he is
concerned about the possibility of interference between the option he is working on and previously
programmed options. by pointing at an appropriate yellow phrase. he can request thc system to
step through the possibilities. As the branches of the switch nod e are stepped th<rough. the boolean
expression associatedwilh each of them is in turn anded into the state. Since the display is always
kept consistent with this state. as one phrase changes, the whole diplay changes in a consistent
rashion. Hence. if it is necessary, the developer of the package can program thc new options
separately against each of the possibilities, knowing that he is getting the "true picture" as he docs
so.
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IProfessor Wells asked who went throu~h this procedure. Ms . Goldherg replied that it was the
package developn who did so. Professor "'1'111' asked how he did that. Ms. Goldberg replied
that he went to the screen, entered a question which was filed, pointed to an answer of that
question as if he were a user answcring it, and proceded to modify the program. Professor Wells
asked how he put the qllL'sitol1 ill. rvls. (ioldherg replied there was an area reserved on the screen
for that purpose and that the qlll:stion was a multiple choice qucstion. He used a light pen to
indicate which of the optiolls he had chosen . Professor Wells asked if there was sOl11e pre-assigned
range of options. M~ . (ioldhL'l').! I'l'plivd llral there was not. Pr(~(('.\.wr Lan:,!' asked if thl'
questions l'ould Ill' wliltl'l1 ill a slrllclllll'd w;'y . Ms. (ioldheq.! replted that they could, but that this
was up to the devl'lopl'l. l'm.!i'.I.\or J)1j/\\{ru asked if the light pen was four-coloureu. Prole.l.lor
Ralldell commcnted that he was at the grave disadvantage of being colour-bling ]

Lecture 3

Introduction
In the last lecture, we described a very high level language, BDL, for husiness applications and a
programming system built on this language. The primary purpose of that system was to ease the
programming and dehugging hurden encountered in the construction of clls(omizable application
packages. By example, we attempted to argue that while such a system can be (and indeed is
being) constructed for an arbitrary programming language, the existence of a good underlying
programming language materially increases the benefit to be derived frolll it.
One of thc assumptions in that work was that the end user would be provided with a multiple
choice questionnaire (developed at the same time as the package), and that his answers to those
questions would determine the program developed for him. A system with these characteristics has
in fact been liL'vc\oped and docs seem to case materially the construction of such packages.
although Illore extensivc hehavioral evaluations lllust he made to help us tunc the system. Because
of the way the system has been constuctcd, mo reover, we have been able to provide a better
interface for the end user than that of a static questionnaire. Because the relation between the
choices presented on the questionnaire is recorded by the system, we have been able to construct a
system which dynamically prunes the questionnaire as it is beillg presellted 10 the end user, to
eliminate choiccs for questions when they are known to be inconsistent with already given answers
to other questions, and to eliminate entire questions when their answers call1,ot affect the program
being generated.
Although sllch a system is a substantial improvement over present cllstomizers, program selection
by questionnaire has substantial difficulties. Beca use of the passive nature of a qucstionnaire, the
user Illust undcrstand frolll other sources the meanings of terms used in the questionnaire, as well
as the significance -in terms of both his business and the ultimate application programs - of his
answers.
As a consequence. most customizing systems provide. along with the questionnaire. considerahle
documentation. This documentation attempts to anticipate user questions: it contains commentary
on the questionnaire itself, describes some of the characteristics of the programs that may be
generated, and dcfines some of the terms that are encountered.
But this kind of doculllcntation clearly has its limits. Because of size constraints. it cannot contain
the answer to every question. Thus it must attempt to anticipate. and provide stock answers to, the
important questions. A second problem arises when one considers the organization of the
documcntation. Information should be presented at the point where it is the most useful. But in
many situations slIch a single point is difficult to find. Furthermore. slIch documentation, when it
is 1I0t required by the user. may be a real hindrance to his understanding. Finally, as the customizahle package evolves and is modified. there is the usual but very real prohlem of assuring that the
, documentation and the package are in agreement. Incorrect documentation is intolerable.
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A Customizing System
Because of these problems, we decided to SCl' if we could build an informal cllstomizer: one which
would engage in an informal, intcractive dialll,l!lIe with the lIscr conccrning his application, in order
to obtain the parameters requircd to fill out thc questionnaire. The notion was not, however,
simply to permit the questions to bc dl1swCJ'cd in English. but rathcr to permit the user to ask
questions of the system as they occur to him . Thus. in all important sense, the system )Vas to
contain in its data base the sort of dm'lllllL'llt:lti(lll alluLlcd to above. The rok of thc qucstion
answering part of the system would then he [II find the relevant information and retrieve it for the
user lion demand. II
The development of a natural language eustomi/,er thus requires the development of two, basically
separate, interfaces: one which poses questiolls and understands the answers supplied by the user
(lithe customizer"); and another which accepts questions from the user concerning the programs
and generates answers to thelll (lithe explainer"). For various reasons, we have been concentratihg our efforts on the latter problem.

An Experiment in Program Explanalion
In order to construct a useful system Ihat explains programs, it is important to have a very good
idea of what questions might he asked. From the questions one can determine something ahout
the syntactic form the questions take, the amount of context from the dialogue required to
interpret the questions, and thc kind of information actually being requested.
To obtain information of this ~orl, an experiment was conductedl13] with a set of prospective
users of such a system (actually members of the Research accounting department). First a II I ll.
program for an invoicing application was constructed. Then a subject, who could not sec this
program, but who underslood [11;11 it was an invoicing program, was seall'd in front of a display
atlached to a computer. I Ie was told to ask whatever questions he wanted to about the program in
order to understand it. IlL' was told that once he felt he understood the program a hug was going
to be introduced into it. lie could then ask more questions if he wished to. Ultimately, his task
was to determine where the bug was, witholll e\'er lookil/g at the program.
To run this experimcnt, a simulation of the ultimate system was required. This simulation was
accomplished by usill,l! a second tcrminal attached to the computing system. At this terminal sat a
member of the aUl(lillatic programming group; all questions from the user's terminal were routed to
this terminal. The experimenter formulated an answer to the questioll, based on the program being
explained ano our intuitiolls about what could reasonably be expected of the ultimate system.
Both the questions and their answers were logged by the experimental system. A portion of one of
these dialogues is shown in Figure 12.

USER: Is grossprice 1 the same as gextprice?
SYSTEM: No. because the item gross extended price is the product of the quantity shipped
by unit price. First gross price is the sum of all item extended prices appearing in the invoice
box.
USER: Suppose that grossprice 1 were 100 dollars and chain discounts were 1,2. and 3.
What would the resulting grossprice 2 be?
SYSTEM: Second gross price is the result of applying the chain discount percentages to the
first gross price. There can be up to three chain discount percentages and they are applied
successively. Therefore the answer to your question is, $94.11.

Figure 12. A portioll of a dialogue
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lL is interesting to note that. using this SYSlL'Ill, allllost all suhjects were able to uncover thc
program bug, evcn though they never saw the program!
The questions gathered from thcse experimcnlal dialogues were analyzed ancl classified, both with
respect to the degree of sophistication they demandcd of the linguistic analyzer and the kind of
techniques required to extract the rcquirnl answer from the data hase. Based on this analysis, the
questions have been divided into four sets. of increasing dirficulty. These sets will be used to
measure our progress in constructing the program explanation system.

Program Explanation
In the design of any system for program explanation an extremely important questions is: on the
basis of what documentation should a program he explained? Our answer is: an answer to any
question about a program should he developed, as far as possible, from the program text itself.
The overwhelming reason for this is that sueh an explanation is always accurate: that is, since there
is no documentation, i,t can never be out of line with what the program actually does. A preliminary account of this work is contained in Mikclsons and Wladawsky [14].
If the programs to be explained arc writtcn in a vcry high level application-oriented languagc, it is
reasonable to assume that each construct in that language has an application-oriented interpretation. This suggests that it is possible to give an "application-oriented" formal definition of the
programming language, which can serve as the basis for an explanation system.
In this point of view the explanation of a part of a program consists of the explanation derived
from the formal definition assigned to the constructs out of which it was buill. But one cannot
derive an explanation of a program entirely from the formal definition of the language. To
illustrate this, consider the pseudo-lInl. program shown in Figure 13.
It is rather straightforward to
orders and produces invoices.
name on the invoice is copied
taking the quantity from the
master).

generate an explanation for this program. It is a step that takes in
It utilizes two files: the customer mastcr and the item master. The
from the customer master file. The extended price is computed by
order and mUltiplying it by the price (which is found in the item

This explanation was 110t derived solely from a definition of the language, however. This is
graphically demonstrated hy the program in Figure 14. This is the same program as the one in
Figurc 13, except that all identifiers have been changed so that they give no clue as to their
intended m~aning.
From this example, we can conclude that, although a standard, application-oriented explanation
can he offered for lhe programming language constructs, the programmer must still document his
program - at least to the extent of "explaining" to the system the intended role of the identifiers he
has introduced.
Thus the strategy is to introduce for each basic construct in BDL a simple, application-oriented
explanation. These cxplanations will be used for all programs written in IIDL. For a given program,
the programmer mllst add a simple explanation for each identifier he introduces into the program.
As we shall illustrate helow, this explanation can be particularly simple, because the identifier
inherits a more complex explanation defined by the program constructs it is used in.
The IIDL language constructs, the particular IInL program to be explained, and the application
notions used to explain them are represented in the systcm as semantic networks. The basic
relation used in this net is thc classificatory one: x is a kind of y. Uecause of the nature of this
relationship, it imposes a tree structure on the set of nodes it relates. An example of part of the
semantic net for IIDL, which lIses only this relation, is shown in Figure 15.
Figure 16 illustrates how explanations are added. The links marked "exp" represent the relation
"is explained by". This network contains both the 1l0L language constructs (which have a standard
explanation) and the programmer-introduced identifier eMF, which has been explained as
"c~lstomcr mastcr file."
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sufficient to permit us to generate for the question
"What is the customer master file?"
the explanation
''It is a collection of similar documents that are retained by the system. II
A more satisfactory explanation, which also describes what the documents contain. can be
generated from other parts of the net.
[Mr. Tully asked if the application domain could be considered to correspond -.0 wJJat would be
displayed in text form as a specialist subject dictionary. Ms. Goldberg suggested that it would be
some subset of this information.

Dr. Holt commented that the standard problem of the dictionary writer would be encountered,
namely, that of trying to describe a language in that language. Ms. Goldberg replied that, at any
given level of explanation of a program, assumptions could be made and further details supplied
only if the user required them. Dr. Holt thought that there could be a danger here in that asking
for further details did not always ease the difficulties in understanding concepts. Ms. Goldberg
agreed, saying they were aware of this.]

In the bits of semantic net shown above only two relations have been used. A number of other
relations are required. Many of these are used during linguistic decoding and encoding, which we
shall not discuss here. Others are used to express the underlying semantics OfBDL; for example, a
substructure "is an immediate component of" its containing structure. It is our hope that the
number of relations that we will have to use for program explanation will be small, and that the
notion of a derived interpretation can be implemented sufficiently simply so that we can describe
precisely the principles on which the system is based. Otherwise, we shall simply end up with a big
program which cannot be easily transferred to another application domain.
The semantic net is only the data structure used by the program explanation system. Furthermore,
it is intended to capture only the most basic of relationships that obtain among the various objects.
As our sample question and answer indicates, most answers of interest must be inferred from this
basic information. For example if we are asked if a particular field is contained in a document, we
may discover from the semantic net only that that field is contained in a structure, which is
contained in another structure, which is indeed contained in the document. We must be able to
infer from the properties of the containment relationship that indeed the field ;s contained in the
document. In the system being constructed, these inferences will be handled by procedures . .
Thus the active component of the program explanation system consists of a set of procedures. The
kinds of questions about programs that we are prepared to answer (which are adequate to cover
the questions asked during the experiments) fall into a small number of types, each of which
corresponds to a p,rocedure which queries the semantic net. This query may cause inferrable
relationships to be computed, as we indicated above. They may also require a real or symbolic
execution of the program in order to obtain the answer. Program execution will be handled by
temporarily adding to the net "data" on which the programs are to act. The addition of these
nodes will trigger other procedures which will execute the program and again modify the net.
When the execution is completed, the semantic net must be returned to its original state via
another procedure.
A system has been built which makes it particularly easy to construct he required procedures. In
particular, it contains facilities for three types of procedures:
Search procedures, which compute inferred relationships.
Verifying procedures, which embody pre-conditions for adding or deleting nodes and
relationships in the semantic net.
Update procedures, which perform the additions and deletions and generate their consequences.
Since this system is currently under construction, one cannot yet judge the sufficiency of this
approach. However, there are several reasons for believing thatit is promising.

One reason is that the underlying programming language has been designed with applications of
this sort in mind. Because of the level of the lal1J;uage, it can be expected that a simple explanation
of each notion exists. Since the language was also designed to result in highly modular programs,
one can hope that (:ombillaliolls of operations do not require simple explanutions.
The importance of these points can be seen most readily if one imagines trying to utilize the
proposed techniques to explain business programs written in machine language. First, the
individual operations do not have simple explanations in terms of business applications. Second, a
given operation may have many uses as part of several different business-oriented sections of the
program (consider a register load instruction).
The problem of extending such a program explanation system to a system for informal cllstomizing
is not a difficult problem . This is because the system we use for constructing customizable
applications retains, as part of its data structure, the relations amQng questions on the questionnaire and parts of the program.
In summary, then ollr approach to program explanation and customizing can be described as
follows:
For a given programming language, a model of that programming language has been built
that gives the semantics of that language in terms of the application domain. This includes
not only the semantic net, but also the procedures that interpret it.
For the given application area, a general application model has been constructed which
containsuninterpreted concepts from that domain and the relationship's among them.
For a given program, a standard explanation of the identifiers is given.
If this approach is successful, it will permit the easy introduction of new programs into the system.
This is because all the rules of inference and update procedures, etc., are written in terms of the
language model and the application domain. No program-specific rules are included.
The prognlm nodes can be added to the semantic net. by a method very similar to that used during
the parse of a program. The programmer must then document his program by choosing the
application notion that best captures the intended meaning of the identifiers he has used. Once
this has been accomplished , the new program can be explained.

Research Issues
In the process of complet\ng this system, there are a number of questions that we wish to answer.
Among these are:

..

How independent are the primitive explanations? The primitive explanations will be independent
if the design of IlDL has correctly captured the application domain in a programming language. If,
indeed, the primitives of the language can be independently mapped onto explanations, what
properties of IIDL account for this?
How lIseful are the derived explanations, and how do we determine what level of detail to include?
Can the set of inferencing procedures be kept small, and thus manageable?
without reducing the usefulness of the system?

Can this be done

Finally. if this system is successful. can we move from program explanation to program modification? That is, when the explanation of a local piece of the program is unsatisfactory to the user,
can we modify the program so that its behavior is acceptable?

Discussion
Professor Michaelson asked in what form the system would communicate with the naive user, to
\Vhich Ms. Goldberg replied that this would primarily be English. The experimental conversations
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referred to earlier had been intended to show the kind of questions people ask and to determine a
reasonable notion of explanation. She felt that the main issues, however, were not in communication but rather how to build a reasonable interpretation of the program.

Professor Ercoli suggested that when pcople who were unfamiliar with the problem solving
concepts of modern algebra used computer systems they encountered psychological difficulties.
He thought it would be beller if a CAl system was used to teach them the fundamental concepts
and then the programming language was exrlained whcn first they were confronted with a real
program. This might be more effective because they would · consider the solutions to their
problems first and then be reminded of the difficulties of adapting themselves to the computer
system each time they used it. This would be mainly at the syntactic level rather than at a semantic
level which would make the computational problems easier. Ms. Goldberg pointed out that this
particular system did nelt ask users to solve their problems using the machine. Instead they were
questioned about the type of program they wanted. Professor Dijks/ra then enquired how the
system dealt with answers of the type "I don't mind" to which Ms. Goldberg retorted that as she
could not interpret such an answer she saw no reason why the machine should be expected to do
so.
Professor Rogers asked for a definition of the term naive user. M~·. Goldberg defined this as
someone who knows about business systems but knows nothing about computers or programming
them.
Mr. Tully thought the significance of Ms. Goldberg's approach to a system was its potential for
improving the organic development of large computer systems. One could put this in the context
of an apocalyptic view of the world crisis which, if reduced a little, gave an apocalyptic view of the
way in which corporations, particularly large ones, were inept at managing their affairs. If the
situation was to improve, it was necessary to improve our systems capapbilities. This was how he
interpreted the importance of the work . Ms. Goldberg fclt that anything that improved the
amount of information about a system kept within the systemwoulcl he welcome. For example,
making manuals available from a time-sharing terminal is a tremendolls help. But if they were able
to develop a technique that would work for naive users, one might expect spin-off into other areas.
For example. one could explain the detailed working of a program to a systems programmer, but
then a different kind of explanation would be desired; that is, a different world model should be
used. Mr. Tully was of the opinion that systems programmers had just the sort 0 problems they
were talking about. Ms . Goldberg said she would not argue about thal.
Dr. Holt commented that Ms. Goldberg was addressing herself to the needs of the business man.
who might be naivcin his knowledge of computer systems, but who did know how to run his
business. He knew how to accomplish certain objectives with which the business was concerned in
terms of the collection of resources that were available to him for disposition. When the box
arrived that collection of resources had significantly changed. He no longer knew how to run his
business as he had not been educated in the lie of that resource. His world had changed. Ms.
Goldberg maintained that this was not true, he still knew how to run his business. The use of the
machine resources would be gradually incorporated into this knowledge over a period of time . She
felt that the suggestion wasa red herring at this point in the discllssion .
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